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No film director has had more impact on popular culture than Steven Spiel-
berg. This volume acknowledges that fact. In its pages, you will find thirty 
years of Spielberg’s directorial efforts explored and assessed through the 
lens of philosophy. What you will also find (surprisingly, perhaps) is that 
philosophy is not so much something that you “have” as something that 
you “do.” Within each essay, the contributing authors discuss philosophical 
issues—“doing” philosophy—in metaphysics (the study of ultimate reality), 
epistemology (the study of knowledge), ethics (the study of right living), 
axiology (the study of value, of which ethics is one facet), aesthetics (the 
study of art and beauty), political philosophy, feminism, and mind, among 
other areas. Because we are teachers as well as scholars, each essay is written 
for those new to philosophy; thus, the discussions invariably presuppose 
very little philosophy background.

The first section, “Philosophy, the Filmmaker, and the Human Condi-
tion,” contains five essays. Gary Arms and Thomas Riley provide a proper 
introduction to the book. Arms pens part I of the essay, providing an analysis 
of Spielberg’s literary choices, and focusing particularly on War of the Worlds 
(2005) and Minority Report (2002). In the process, Arms provides us some 
insights into Spielberg’s approach to filmmaking. Riley authors part II of 
the essay, signaling the turn to philosophical exploration of Spielberg. Riley 
focuses on ethical issues in Spielberg’s films, especially War of the Worlds 
and Empire of the Sun (1987). He spells out how philosophical analysis is 
importantly distinct from other sorts of analysis: philosophers attempt to 
establish conclusions about nonempirical or conceptual matters via (ob-
jective) reasoning and logical argumentation. Michel Le Gall and Charles 
Taliaferro provide insights into the Indiana Jones movies (1981, 1984, 1989), 
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E.T. (1982), and Hook (1991) via the history of philosophy, and in particular 
Plato and Socrates. No other discipline relies so heavily on its history as 
does philosophy. In fact, studying the history of philosophy is another way 
of “doing” philosophy. By knowing what the greats of philosophy concluded 
about a topic we “stand on the shoulders of giants” so as to better see our 
own philosophical surroundings. Le Gall and Taliaferro therefore invite you 
to explore some of Plato’s texts, including the Republic, Euthyphro, and Crito. 
There is no better start to learning the history of philosophy.

These two essays should prove to be excellent preparation for the re-
maining essays. The third and fourth essays of the section provide aesthetic 
assessments of Spielberg’s films. They should be of particular interest to 
film scholars and philosophers of film. John Wright introduces us to Em-
manuel Levinas’s idea of the “other” and explains how Spielberg attempted 
to capture this idea in his films, especially Close Encounters (1977), E.T., 
and Schindler’s List (1993). Christopher Trogan and I revisit Spielberg’s 
first “summer blockbuster,” Jaws (1975). We draw out its vivid connections 
to the issue of whether our emotional responses to fiction are rationally 
defensible. Tim Dunn closes part I with an analysis of A.I. (2001) as a 
commentary on the meaning of life. He parts with many critics of the film, 
arguing that Spielberg’s rendering of what was originally Kubrick’s project 
is underappreciated. Dunn believes that A.I. offers powerful—and perhaps 
tragic—insights into the human condition.

The second section, “Values, Virtue, and Justice,” explores some of the 
more significant ethical insights that can be gleaned from Spielberg’s corpus. 
James Spence begins this section by exploring Jurassic Park (1993) for its 
connections to the idea of equating what is good with what is natural. He 
utilizes the thought of Scottish philosopher David Hume to argue that at-
tempts to ground moral goodness in nature are difficult to maintain. In the 
next essay, Roger Ebertz assesses the moral character of Oskar Schindler 
in Schindler’s List via Aristotle and Immanuel Kant. Ebertz argues that 
Schindler largely fails as a good person on Kant’s ethics, but fares better on 
an Aristotelian account of moral goodness, even though some doubts about 
his moral character remain. In the subsequent essay, Robert Clewis offers a 
novel interpretation of Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (1998) and The Color 
Purple (1985). Rather than interpret these films via utilitarianism or deon-
tology (as is typically the case, especially with Saving Private Ryan), Clewis 
argues that an “ethics of the family” approach also proves to be insightful.

The last two essays of part II turn to the interconnected issues of rights 
and justice. David Baggett and Mark Foreman use Amistad (1997) as a 
springboard to discuss the philosophical foundation of basic human rights. 
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This allows them to explore the ideas of John Locke, an English philosopher 
whose ideas greatly influenced the framing of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence. Joseph Foy’s essay on Munich (2005) brings this section to a close. 
Foy carefully and skillfully analyzes Spielberg’s controversial film about the 
1972 Munich Olympics massacre and Israel’s subsequent covert response. 
He argues that, despite Spielberg’s assurances to the contrary, Spielberg im-
plicitly provides us his own views on counterterrorism. In the process, Foy 
raises interesting issues about just war theory and other ethical implications 
of military engagement.

The third and final section, “Realism, Mind, and Metaphysics,” turns to 
issues dealing with how things fundamentally are rather than what is right, 
good, or just. In the first essay of this section, Keith Dromm focuses on the 
realism that often marks Spielberg’s films, with Saving Private Ryan being a 
prime example. Dromm begins with an analysis of what it means for a film 
to be realistic, and in this way offers us further glimpses into aesthetics. His 
piece finishes with an exploration of some of the more significant philo-
sophical ramifications of “cinematic realism.” Alan White deftly canvasses 
basic positions in the philosophy of mind regarding the nature of conscious-
ness and the mind-body problem. He creatively but forcefully argues that 
Spielberg’s plot device in A.I. of David’s (Haley Joel Osment) imprinting on 
Monica (Frances O’Connor) is crucial to better appreciating the prospects 
for artificial intelligence. It also proves to be the key for a deeper apprecia-
tion of the film itself. This section concludes with an analysis of Minority 
Report. The essay begins with a rendition of the freedom and foreknowledge 
problem and argues that the problem may be more apparent than real. It is 
further argued that Minority Report conveys a distinctive sort of knowledge 
about our future choices; Agatha (Samantha Morton) and the other precogs 
seem to have what might be called knowledge of the “conditional future.” 
The essay concludes with an exploration of Spielberg’s textual choice to close 
down Precrime (breaking with Philip K. Dick’s original story) and offers 
reasons in favor of and against his decision.

The book ends with an appendix that facilitates discussion about 
Spielberg’s work and its connections to philosophy. Five Spielberg films are 
highlighted: Schindler’s List, Amistad, A.I., Minority Report, and Munich. For 
each film there is a plot summary and subsequent discussion questions that 
are ideal for film clubs, book club discussion circles, and film or philosophy 
classroom use.

Finally, there is an emerging issue in the philosophy of film and the 
philosophy of popular culture about whether a film “does” philosophy in a 
way analogous to professionally trained philosophers. If “doing philosophy” 
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necessarily requires constructing arguments and defending their premises 
via logical analysis, it seems unlikely that popular film accomplishes that. 
(Perhaps only the most intellectually challenging documentaries might 
reach this high standard.) But it cannot be denied that movies raise philo-
sophical questions and sometimes offer suggestions about their answers; if 
they did not, books like this one would never see the light of day. The real 
question, then, is to what extent a popular film begins to do philosophy. 
Some of the contributing authors are skeptical of whether film even begins 
to do philosophy; others are more sympathetic to the idea that it achieves 
important strides in this direction. We leave it to you, as one of your philo-
sophical achievements, to decide this issue for yourself. It is our hope that 
after studying the pages that follow, you will be in a better position to defend 
your answer.



Par t I

Philosophy, the Filmmaker, and the  
Human Condition
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Film—at least good film—can be assessed in a myriad of ways. In this es-
say we attempt to help the reader better understand and appreciate Steven 
Spielberg’s choices as a filmmaker. Part I conveys pertinent literary and 
psychological insights, and part II offers relevant philosophical assessments. 
Through this combination, we intend to offer the reader an enriched concep-
tion of what Spielberg’s movies have in common and how one goes about 
mining their surprising philosophical depths.

Part I

Steven Spielberg’s favorite kind of film (the modern world’s favorite, too) is 
the melodrama, especially that variety of melodrama known as the “action 
film.” Melodramas portray the struggle between good and evil; the two 
forces violently contend, and good always wins. Spielberg’s fondness for this 
sort of material has often attracted criticism. As Mark Kermode remarks at 
the beginning of his TV documentary An Interview with Steven Spielberg, 
“there are those who find Spielberg showy, melodramatic and, worst of all, 
sentimental.”1 Lester Friedman in his book Citizen Spielberg notes that “even 
sympathetic commentators routinely liken the energetic director to Peter Pan 
or Huck Finn, lumping him with archetypal figures who refuse to grow up.”2 
In the minds of some critics, the melodrama seems a low form of narrative, 
one designed to appeal to the childish. The melodrama seems juvenile and 
artificial when compared to realism or tragedy. 

Spielberg is America’s most commercially successful maker of cinematic 
melodramas. In his most famous films (E.T. [1982], Jurassic Park [1993], 
Jaws [1975]), virtuous protagonists flee from, and eventually triumph over, 
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terrifying villains. In E.T., an alien from outer space, assisted by a brave boy, 
escapes from a variety of faceless adult officials (most of the time we see 
only their legs and flashlights). In Jaws, three men fight an enormous shark. 
In Jurassic Park, two children successfully escape the jaws of a T-rex and 
a pair of velociraptors. Asked to describe his 2005 film War of the Worlds, 
Spielberg told an interviewer: “It’s about a family trying to survive and stay 
together, and they’re surrounded by the most epically horrendous events 
you could possibly imagine.”3 

The formula for many of Spielberg’s most famous films is innocence in 
great jeopardy. Normally, innocence is represented by children and their 
families. The parents are often separated or divorced. Spielberg’s fondness 
for broken families seems connected to the divorce of his own parents, 
which occurred when he was sixteen. In an interview with Stephen Schiff, 
Spielberg described his parents’ marriage as never a very happy one: “My 
dad was of that World War II ethic. . . . He brought home the bacon, and 
my mom cooked it, and we ate it. I went to my dad with things, but he was 
always analytical. I was more passionate in my approach to any question, and 
so we always clashed.”4 Arnold Spielberg is often described as a preoccupied, 
hard-working, rather distant man who caused his son to feel neglected.

Spielberg’s films are full of missing or neglectful fathers and lonely chil-
dren; this sort of material often provides the emotional heart of his films. 
“There is nothing wrong with being sentimental,” Spielberg told interviewer 
Kermode. Defending his use of children and broken families, he stated: 
“Without these more personal emotional subconscious themes, these films 
wouldn’t be as successful with audiences.”5 For Spielberg, the intact, loving 
family is a primary value; the story that his films often tell is that of the en-
dangered broken family, the family that must struggle to survive terrifying 
peril. The happy ending at the conclusion of many of his films occurs when 
the enemy of the family is destroyed and the family returns to health. 

As Spielberg’s comment implies, there is a sound commercial reason that 
so many of his films focus on broken families and children. Films are ex-
tremely expensive to make. A modern action film will cost anywhere between 
$100 million and $200 million. According to the Internet Movie Database 
(www.imdb.com), Spielberg’s War of the Worlds cost $132 million. Peter 
Jackson’s King Kong (2005) cost more than $200 million. Films this expensive 
are risky to finance and must be aimed at the widest possible audience. It 
helps if they focus on children. They should either have children in central 
roles, as with the Harry Potter films (2001, 2002, 2004, 2005, 2007), or tell 
melodramatic adventure stories designed to appeal to young people, like the 
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X-Men series (2000, 2003, 2006) or the Lord of the Rings trilogy (2001, 2002, 
2003). This strategy makes commercial sense because spectacle-oriented 
melodramas that focus on young people can be appreciated by adults and 
children. Most modern adults proudly retain a remnant of their child self, 
their inner child. The reverse is not true of children. What child contains 
an inner adult? Most children, if forced to watch a film for “grown-ups” 
(e.g., Munich [2005], Crash [2004]) will soon grow bored. For this reason, 
an exciting film aimed at young people potentially will gain a much larger 
audience than a film with a complicated adult problem at its center. There is 
a way, however, to combine realistic family problems with sensational and 
fantastic material, to combine the emotional upheavals experienced by the 
members of a broken family with the thrills of melodrama. Spielberg is the 
master of this mixture. 

Filmmakers often refer to films that focus only on realistic emotional 
and social problems as “little films.” Such films (e.g., Little Miss Sunshine 
[2006]) feature the acting and writing and have few special effects; they 
are made with relatively low budgets. Action films with huge budgets, full 
of special effects, explosions, and monsters, are called “big films.” Talking 
about Spielberg’s War of the Worlds, its star, Tom Cruise, described the film 
as “the biggest, smallest movie that we’ve made.”6 Spielberg compared the 
film to David Lean’s Lawrence of Arabia (1962) and added, “I thought that 
[Lawrence] was the biggest smallest movie I’d ever seen. It has the most in-
timate, sensitive, personal, up-close story, and yet it was told against some 
of the greatest [scenes] we’d ever beheld in 70 mm.”7 Spielberg has mastered 
this particular art, the art of making big-budget thrillers that also contain 
realistic family conflict, the art of “big-little” films. 

In Spielberg’s case, we may suspect that the commercially sensible fo-
cus on broken families caught up in exciting melodrama is supported by 
a psychological need to explore and revisit his personal trauma. At least, 
there seems little doubt that psychologically Spielberg remains intimately 
connected to the intense feelings he experienced in his adolescence, and 
that he has become adept at exploiting such feelings in order to make grip-
ping films.

The topic of the broken family provides a filmmaker with enormously 
sympathetic material. In the United States, we often hear, something like 
one half of marriages end in divorce. Those of us who work with college 
students are highly aware that a great many of our students are the children 
of divorced couples. They are often affected emotionally by these divorces. 
Almost all of us are touched by divorce; we are divorced ourselves, or the 
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children of divorce, or have somehow witnessed the effects of divorce at 
close hand. Spielberg’s remembered trauma, the divorce of his parents, is 
very similar to the experience of huge numbers of modern filmgoers.

ADAPTING MINORITY REPORT

In the film Minority Report (2002), the source material, the original novella 
by sci-fi writer Philip K. Dick, is altered in significant ways. The screenplay 
was written by Scott Frank and Jon Cohen, but it had to meet with Spielberg’s 
approval. Spielberg hesitated about making the film until he found the right 
script; not until then did he call his star, Tom Cruise, and tell him, “Yeah, 
I’ll do this version of the script.”8 There are numerous differences between 
the Dick novella and the screenplay, but the most noticeable is the script’s 
inclusion of a highly personal story about a broken family. It is this that 
transforms Minority Report from a typical “big” film to a trademark Spiel-
bergian “big-little” film.

From the Dick version of the story comes the concept of Precrime 
(criminals are captured before they commit murder), as well as the idea of 
precogs (humans who are able to predict the future). Potential murderers are 
identified by the precogs; these “criminals” are arrested by the enforcers of 
Precrime and then imprisoned. In both versions of the story, the protagonist, 
Anderton, who works for the Precrime organization, discovers that he is 
suspected of a murder that has yet to happen; he must flee to save his life 
while struggling to learn why he is being set up. (As is typical of Hollywood 
adaptations, the middle-aged and out-of-shape protagonist of Dick’s story 
is transformed by the film into a handsome and youthful movie star [Tom 
Cruise].) In the Dick version of the story, Anderton has a wife who he fears 
is cheating on him, but there is no mention of any children. His primary 
motivation is to save his own life, and to save his invention, Precrime. The 
screenplay contains several revealing alterations. 

In the film, the protagonist’s psychological profile is dominated by the 
fact that his beloved son Sean, a child who appears to have been no more 
than five years old, was kidnapped and then almost certainly abused and 
murdered by a human monster who was never captured. We learn that the 
loss of his son became Anderton’s primary professional motivation. He 
joined the Precrime unit in order to prevent similar murders. Anderton has 
become a superb professional in his role as an investigator and enforcer of 
Precrime, but the loss of his son remains an open wound. In his spare time, 
he gets high on an illegal drug known as “Clarity” and watches holograms 
of his lost son. He so badly needs to reconnect with the missing child that 
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he has become addicted not only to the drug but also to these holograms. 
Anderton’s marriage dissolved after the kidnapping, and he seems to have 
nothing to live for except his job. The screenplay of Minority Report also 
provides the protagonist with a boss, the director of Precrime, Lamar Burgess 
(Max von Sydow), who ruthlessly exploits Anderton’s emotional vulnerability 
in order to set him up for murder. Anderton is tricked into believing he has 
discovered the man who kidnapped his son and, upon finding the man, fills 
with murderous rage. This material about the missing son provides the film’s 
story its emotional core. The protagonist of Spielberg’s version seems vastly 
more sympathetic than the protagonist of the Dick story because we witness 
the suffering he must endure from the loss of his beloved child. Any parent 
can relate to this sort of subject matter; it is every parent’s nightmare.9 

While attempting to clear himself of his alleged future murder, Anderton 
kidnaps the precog Agatha (Samantha Morton). The film makes Agatha 
vastly more sympathetic than does Dick’s novella. In Dick’s story, the precogs 
are described as repulsive, “retarded” creatures able to do nothing but sit 
strapped to chairs and mumble their visions. In the film, they are described as 
“the innocents we now use to stop the guilty”; they float in a large, womblike 
pool and are cared for by an attentive babysitter who seems almost in love 
with Agatha. Once Anderton frees Agatha from the pool, she emerges as 
a genuine human being, a hypersensitive innocent afflicted with terrifying 
visions, exploited by the Precrime organization, and deprived of anything 
resembling an ordinary life. Constantly pursued by the Precrime officers 
(dressed very like storm troopers), the two of them flee from place to place. 
Although so weak she can barely stand upright, Agatha begins to talk and 
actually helps Anderton escape. Using her power of precognition, the fragile 
and innocent victim proves resourceful enough to save her rescuer.10 

At the climax of the film, we learn that Agatha was taken from her 
mother by one of the founders of Precrime, the director Lamar Burgess. 
Since Agatha and the twins are the only functioning precogs in the country, 
Precrime could not exist without them. Although it is unclear whether or 
not Agatha is sister to the twins, several times we hear that Agatha is the best 
of the three precogs and are told the twins cannot function well in their role 
by themselves. Burgess, we learn, fearing he might lose control of the invalu-
able precogs, lured Agatha’s mother, Ann Lively, to a lake by promising her 
he would return her child to her; in fact he lured her there only to murder 
her. The mystery of the set-up is finally solved when Anderton learns that 
Director Burgess, the founding father of Precrime, has ruthlessly destroyed 
a family, murdered an innocent mother, and kidnapped a helpless child 
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in order to protect his organization. Adding these broken or endangered 
families to the Dick novella provides the film version of Minority Report its 
emotional power and allows it to be both a “big” and a “little” film. 

At the conclusion of Minority Report, Spielberg shows us his two main 
families restored to health. The murderous Director Burgess is dead. Pre-
crime is shut down forever. The three precogs live in an isolated cabin far 
from other human beings, where they read a great many books and seem 
happy and content. Although Anderton failed to save his lost son from the 
kidnapper, he has saved Ann Lively’s innocent child, Agatha, from Director 
Burgess. Our last glimpse of Anderton reveals that he has reunited with his 
wife, and that she is eight months pregnant. We see the husband and wife 
in a tender embrace and feel confident that the happy family unit (father, 
mother, and child) will soon exist again. 

ADAPTING WELLS’S WAR OF THE WORLDS

We find intriguingly similar characters in the film that Spielberg made three 
years after Minority Report, his adaptation of H. G. Wells’s War of the Worlds. 
When asked to describe the film, Spielberg told an interviewer: “It’s nothing 
you can really describe. The whole thing is very experiential. The point of 
view is very personal.”11 In an interview with Paul Fischer, Spielberg contrasts 
his early film Close Encounters of the Third Kind (1977) with the later War of 
the Worlds. He thinks of Encounters as a young man’s film: “Close Encounters 
is about a man whose insatiable curiosity develops into an obsession that 
drew him away from his family and, only looking back once, made him walk 
into the mothership. Now I wrote that before I had any kids. So I wrote that 
blithely. Now I have seven kids. Today I would never have the guy leave his 
family and go onto the mothership. Today I would have the guy do every-
thing he could to protect his children.”12 If Close Encounters is a film made 
by a childless young man about a father who abandons his family to go on 
a quest, War of the Worlds is a film made by a middle-aged man with seven 
children that describes a father who does everything he can to protect his 
children. One might even suspect that, at least in terms of its portrayal of 
fathers, War of the Worlds is a kind of apology for Close Encounters.

Spielberg’s films solve the dilemma of how to make popular genre mov-
ies (sci-fi thrill rides) and at the same time make “personal” films, movies 
that focus on the filmmaker’s emotions and interests, by mixing personal 
material into adventure stories. When Spielberg decided to transform H. G. 
Wells’s classic sci-fi adventure into a “personal” film, he transformed it into 
a story about a father desperately trying to protect his children. The Wells 
novel has become a personal story, a story about the two Spielbergs—the 
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young one who could abandon his family for a dangerous adventure, and 
the middle-aged man who will do anything to save his kids.

Spielberg’s intriguing image of two Spielbergs is worthy of further ex-
ploration. Spielberg was talking about two versions of himself, but we may 
wonder whether the two father-types that he contemplates are really based 
on himself and his own father, Arnold. His male characters who neglect or 
abandon their children seem based at least partly on the latter. In his book 
Citizen Spielberg, Friedman notes that Arnold “was a World War II veteran, 
electronics engineer, and early computer pioneer who paid little attention 
to his son. In numerous interviews, Spielberg reveals how emotionally dis-
tant his father was during adolescence: ‘I always felt my father put his work 
before me. I always thought he loved me less than his work, and I suffered 
as a result.’ ”13 

In an interview, Spielberg stated that he had wanted to turn War of the 
Worlds into a movie ever since he bought the only surviving script of the 
Orson Wells radio play. After reading the radio play he concluded it “would 
make an amazing movie.” Unfortunately, a bunch of “scavenger films came 
out that sort of picked the bones of H. G. Wells over the years, and when In-
dependence Day came out, I said, ‘Well, maybe I won’t make it.’ Because they 
kind of picked the bones of that, you know. They didn’t pick it clean, and they 
picked different bones than I would have chosen to pick from the original  
H. G. Wells book, but that kinda put me off for a while.”14 Spielberg’s enthusi-
asm for the project was rekindled when he pitched three movie ideas to Tom 
Cruise and Cruise responded enthusiastically to that of War of the Worlds.

Spielberg does not so much find a few “unpicked bones” in the Wells 
novel as film a script that includes material entirely missing from the book, 
the kind of personal material that Spielberg always seems eager to explore. 
In the Wells novel, the protagonist is a single man, a “moral philosopher.” 
In the Spielberg version, he becomes a divorced, blue-collar crane operator 
with two children. Spielberg’s version shows the protagonist experiencing 
a significant character arc. He changes from an inattentive father who is 
estranged from his children to one who is passionately connected to them 
and will do anything to protect them. In other words, he seems to change 
from an “Arnold Spielberg” sort of father into the kind of child-centered 
and heroic father that Steven Spielberg much prefers. 

Spielberg has described his film as a highly personal story that focuses on 
character. It may seem odd to describe a story about an invasion of monstrous 
aliens in this way, but for Spielberg “this one was 100 percent character.” 
Whereas Minority Report was “fifty percent character and fifty percent very 
complicated storytelling with layers and layers of murder mystery and plot,” 
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War of the Worlds was “a character journey.”15 It is revealing that Spielberg 
thinks in these terms of this big-budget action spectacular with its explosions 
and giant tripods. He has made his “big” film into a “big-little” film, one that 
combines spectacular scenes full of violence and horror with a number of 
“small,” intimate scenes that focus on realistic family drama. In their script 
for War of the Worlds, Josh Friedman and David Koepp departed from the 
source material by adding children and a divorced father; it is this inclusion 
of the broken family that gave Spielberg a way into the material.

Ray, the character played by Tom Cruise, has a young daughter Rachel, 
played by Dakota Fanning. Fanning was the hot child actor at the time 
War of the Worlds was being cast, and she is used in the film primarily to 
demonstrate fear and vulnerability. She is the child who loves her father, the 
daughter who desperately needs his help. The young actress has enormous 
eyes that seem easily to fill with glistening tears; she can scream so loudly 
and shrilly one might expect her voice to shatter windows. Fanning is an 
instinctive actress with a startling range of expression, but for the most part 
Spielberg uses her in this fairly simple way—to register extreme fear. This is 
similar to the manner in which he used another girl actress, Ariana Richards, 
in his super-hit Jurassic Park. In both of these films, the actresses give fathers 
or father-types an opportunity to save them from great danger. 

It is Ray’s son Robbie (Justin Chatwin) who seems to remain like the 
young version of Spielberg (or like Steven’s preoccupied father). Like the 
protagonist of Close Encounters, after the invasion of space aliens the young 
man becomes obsessed. Robbie is appalled by the destructive deeds of the 
monsters and their tripods. The entire human species seems on the verge 
of being ruthlessly dominated and exploited, even exterminated. He has to 
help his fellow human beings even if it means leaving behind his family, his 
dad and little sister. When he encounters an army attempting to fight back 
against the aliens, he tries to join it by hitching a ride. Realizing her big 
brother is eager to abandon her, Rachel shoves him hard and cries, “Who is 
going to take care of me?!” Robbie stays with his father and sister for a while 
longer, but eventually the young man responds to a higher calling and has 
to leave them. He seems to love his little sister, but cannot resist the chance 
to fight the monsters. For Robbie, the twin calls of adventure and duty to 
his country are irresistible.

The two children are important in the film, but the central emotional 
journey portrayed in War of the Worlds is that taken by Ray. In some ways, 
Tom Cruise seems an odd choice for this character, since he hardly seems 
like a blue-collar worker. It is even harder to take the perpetually boyish 
Cruise seriously as a father, but that is the point. He seems immature and 
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self-absorbed. We quickly assume his immaturity explains why he has lost his 
wife to a more mature and financially successful man. This new husband even 
seems to be a better father and provider than Ray; the children are obviously 
fond of the man and are not at all eager to spend a weekend with Ray. 

It is easy to see why the children do not trust their father, because Ray 
seems barely prepared to care for them. He has almost no food in the house 
and seems unable to cook. The kitchen is occupied by a disassembled car 
engine. His only way to entertain his alienated son is to drag him into the 
tiny back yard and force him to play catch. There is so much rivalry and 
bad blood between the son and the father that the boy Robbie can barely 
manage to be polite to Ray. The antagonism between them is symbolized by 
the fact that Robbie wears a Red Sox cap in pointed contrast to his father’s 
Yankees cap. Robbie challenges his father at every opportunity. The son 
is nearly grown, and yet Ray barely knows who he is. For a father, Ray is 
oddly unfamiliar with basic health questions involving his children. When 
Rachel rejects the sandwich he fixes her and explains she has an allergy to 
peanut butter, Ray responds, “Since when?” Rachel replies, “Since birth!” 
One could describe the rest of the film as a quest in which an incompetent 
father tries desperately to return his children to their mother, but by doing 
so finally becomes a “true father,” one who will risk his own life to save his 
children from harm. 

Once Ray transforms into a heroic and caring father, the role of the  
family-deserting “Arnold-type father” is taken up by his son, who is deter-
mined to fight the aliens even if it means abandoning his father and sister. 
When Ray realizes his son is bent on joining the resistance, he does all he 
can to keep Robbie part of their little family. In one of the film’s more power-
ful scenes, we see Ray tackle Robbie and violently hold him on the ground. 
Ray is literally lying on top of the boy while the son is begging his father to 
please let him go. In this scene, Ray is terribly torn, faced with a “Sophie’s 
Choice” decision. Another man and woman find Rachel all alone and try to 
take her away with them. Ray must give up one of his children  or risk losing 
both of them. He chooses to protect Rachel, his most vulnerable child, and 
watches Robbie run away to join the military.

We see the extreme of Ray’s devotion to Rachel in the scene in the base-
ment, when they encounter the crazy, maniacal character Harlan Ogilvy 
(brilliantly played by Tim Robbins). This character seems a more extreme 
version of Robbie: he is obsessed with the desire to fight back against the 
alien invaders and is dangerously reckless. Ogilvy’s hatred of the aliens is 
certainly understandable, but if he is to be a good father, Ray must focus 
entirely on keeping his daughter safe. When Ray concludes that Ogilvy is 
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so insanely focused on revenge that he endangers their lives, Ray is forced 
to kill him to keep him quiet. Never before has he done anything so violent, 
but in these extreme circumstances, when the safety of his child is at risk, 
he can actually commit murder. This murder is accomplished off-screen. 
Before he attacks Ogilvy, Ray makes his daughter close her eyes and sing a 
song to herself. Rachel is so innocent and fragile that she must be protected 
from not only the sight of murder, but also the sound.16

Anyone who sees War of the Worlds is likely to remember the film’s many 
scenes of spectacular and horrific violence: the lightning bolts striking the 
earth, the enormous tripods rising up from fissures in the ground, the death 
rays that transform human beings to dust in a moment, the sprays of blood, 
the thudding explosions, and the fleeing mobs of people. Yet, it is the “small” 
human drama of one man trying to prove he is indeed a father who will do 
anything to save his children that gives this film its emotional center.

The conclusion of War of the Worlds is similar to that of Minority Report. 
Once the monsters are gone (they die, as they do in the novel, because of 

War of the Worlds, Paramount Pictures, 2005. With the ensuing global threat of extra-
terrestrial invasion, once-absent father Ray Ferrier (Tom Cruise, center) realizes the 
immediate threat to his daughter’s (Dakota Fanning) life in the form of crazed Harlan 
Ogilvy (Tim Robbins). (MovieGoods, Inc.)
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microbes), Ray and Rachel find their way to the home of Rachel’s grand-
parents, where they discover Ray’s ex-wife and her new husband. The little 
girl and her mother embrace. The mother silently mouths the words “thank 
you” to Ray. Robbie suddenly appears too. In one of the film’s final shots, 
we see the father and son embracing. We receive the usual happy and sen-
timental ending of the melodrama. The broken family is healed. We gather 
that, although the wife will continue to be married to her second husband, 
Ray will now be a useful part of this extended family. He has proved himself 
worthy; he is a true father.

FATHER KNOWS BEST?

As Lester Friedman comments, “Spielberg’s screen children usually discover 
that father never knows best. Their dads either remain forever distant, for-
sake the family, neglect their offspring, or run off to pursue goals and people 
beyond the family unit.”17 One may find these distant and neglectful fathers 
in Minority Report and War of the Worlds, but in these later Spielberg films 
the director tells a different story. One gathers he is now telling the story 
not merely of Arnold, his distant and preoccupied father, but of the ideal 
and courageous parent we all hope to be, the father who is committed to his 
children, the dad who refuses ever to abandon them, the parent who will 
do anything to protect them.

Spielberg’s action melodramas mix the intimate and highly personal 
stories of broken families, of single parents and wounded children, with the 
big, violent sequences for which action films are famous. They are “big” films 
certainly, but they are also “small, personal” films. Comparing the source 
material to the final films allows us to see how this was accomplished. Philip 
K. Dick’s Minority Report is transformed from a story about a childless man 
attempting to save himself and his Precrime organization into a story about 
a family traumatized by the tragic loss of a son.18 H. G. Wells’s novel The 
War of the Worlds features a single man, a moral philosopher who has no 
children; but Spielberg transforms the childless hero into a neglectful and 
self-absorbed father forced by circumstances to become a true father, one 
who will literally risk his life to save his children. 

Spielberg’s “big” movies are really “big-little” films. They are action 
melodramas full of thrilling chase scenes and state-of-the art special effects, 
but they are also personal films that allow Spielberg to explore his own feel-
ings and experiences, particularly those having to do with broken families, 
with single parents and frightened, grieving children. Spielberg is America’s 
master of the “big-little” film. 
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Part II

Considering the films of Steven Spielberg, we have before us a body of 
cinematic literature, any piece of which is between one hundred and two 
hundred minutes of layered sounds and images that have been assembled 
under the strictest possible control. Each scene is edited together from 
multiple “takes,” each of these takes having been recorded with multiple 
cameras and from multiple angles; the duration of each shot is carefully 
regulated for maximum dramatic effect and so that both the scene and the 
film as a whole have a discernible “pace”; each bar of music is composed 
to match and enhance the mood of the scene; and in the technologically 
sophisticated setting of current filmmaking, every frame can be adjusted 
for everything from color to composition. For whatever else one might 
say about him, Steven Spielberg does not appear to take a casual approach 
to filmmaking: we should rest assured, I think, that nothing appears in a 
Spielberg film that Spielberg does not want to be there. For a filmmaker like 
Spielberg, each and every facet of the final product somehow “expresses the 
filmmaker’s vision.” 

DESCRIPTIVE-INTERPRETIVE AND PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSES

Expressing a vision obviously means more than seeing to it that the film 
has the look that the director intended. It means that the film gives voice 
and image to those ideas (big and small) that ring true to the filmmaker. 
Once a person begins to understand how much goes into making a film and 
how much control over the desired effect an accomplished filmmaker like 
Spielberg can have, it seems obvious that the better we “know” both the film 
and the filmmaker, the better we understand the film. I would call this kind 
of groundwork a “descriptive-interpretive” analysis.19 

When done carefully and thoughtfully, analyses like these call our at-
tention to the details of a film; they provide us with a great deal of insight 
into the person who is making all these choices, but they also get us a long 
way toward understanding what the film is saying. It changes the way I 
understand a Spielberg film to know that as a boy he thought of his father 
as a remote figure, for example; to recognize that this experience may have 
influenced the way he depicted Ray in War of the Worlds or John Graham 
(Rupert Frazier) in Empire of the Sun (1987); to understand what made 
Spielberg’s films commercially successful; to notice that he is relatively con-
sistent from one screenplay to the next in the way he deviates from original 
source material, and so on. I would argue that this knowledge contributes 
to a deeper understanding of what Spielberg’s films are saying.
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There are no guarantees, of course, since “what a film is saying,” espe-
cially in the case of a densely layered, well-crafted film like Empire of the 
Sun or A.I. (2001), is often a complex matter not expressible in a relatively 
small number of declarative sentences. This much is certain: it is not easy 
to be “right” about what a complex film is saying; however, it is possible to 
get it right, and we ought to try to see to that as much as we can. Getting the 
descriptive stuff right is a way of minimizing the chances that we are mak-
ing some fundamental mistake about what a film is saying. This is where a 
detailed and insightful descriptive account is of the greatest value: it allows 
us to make reasonable inferences about “what the film is saying,” or “what 
Spielberg wants the film to say,” or even “what audiences (including critics) 
seem to think the film is saying.”

A philosophical account, on the other hand, will likely build on our 
best descriptive-interpretive account of “what the film is saying” to carefully 
consider, given a certain interpretation, “whether what the film is saying is, 
in fact, true.” This will not be easy for a number of reasons—not the least 
of which is, once again, that what the film is saying is sometimes difficult 
to express in terms that lend themselves to analysis. But that is not really 
the point. What we should be clear about is that philosophical analysis is a 
different kind of undertaking than descriptive-interpretive work.20

To sum up: descriptive-interpretive analyses begin, as one might expect, 
with descriptions of the factual state of affairs. To a certain extent, the mea-
sure of this phase of the analysis is the accuracy with which it captures the 
way the facts really are. As I outlined above, in the case of a film this means a 
tremendous number of things: the technical aspects of the film itself, the plot 
details, allusions to other creative works or historical events, the screenplay’s 
divergence from original source material, and the director’s own reports of 
his or her intentions, among others. We do our best to get all that right. Most 
of those who study a film do not stop there, however. They proceed through 
the accumulation, selection, and organization of this evidence to draw 
(hopefully) reasonable “interpretive” inferences. Much like a practitioner of 
a social science, the one carrying out a descriptive-interpretive analysis of 
a film will, based on the potentially very large amount of descriptive data, 
reach certain conclusions about the thematic content of the film. There is, 
as we know, a good deal of room for interpretive disagreement; but there 
is also a principled way of telling which of the interpretations on offer is 
to be preferred. The interpretation that makes the best use of the available 
descriptive data is, by and large, the best interpretation. What else would a 
reasonable interpretation be, if not the one that accounts for as much of the 
available information as possible, that makes all the pieces fit while allowing 
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the film to speak for itself, that offers no contradiction to what the director 
has said on the record about the film, and so on?

Then what kinds of questions fuel the philosophical analysis of a film? 
If a descriptive analysis is also interpretive, what is left for a philosophical 
analysis of a film to accomplish? Isn’t spinning out theories concerning 
“what it is all about” exactly what philosophers are supposed to do? Contrary 
to popular misconception, no. In much the same way as the interpretive 
moment of an analysis relies on the descriptive moment as its jumping-off 
point, a philosophical analysis of a film’s themes takes its cues from the best 
available interpretive conclusions. Only once our best interpretive conclu-
sions have been reached (as the result of authoritative descriptive-interpre-
tive analyses) do the philosophical analyses begin. Suppose, for example, 
that we interpret Spielberg in A.I. to be saying, “Our technological reach 
has exceeded the grasp of our moral concepts.” We immediately recognize 
a substantial number of questions, all of which are a crucial part of a com-
plete appreciation of the film’s themes, and all of which go well beyond the 
scope of the descriptive-interpretive process. Is it possible for a being like 
the synthetic boy to be “conscious”? What duties do we have toward appar-
ently sentient though nonliving beings? Should we be permitted to make 
everything we can make? At that point, descriptive-interpretive methods can 
take us no further. The myriad questions that force themselves on us when 
we take Spielberg’s putative claim seriously require an entirely different kind 
of analysis. These are philosophical questions that can only be adequately 
addressed using the methods of philosophy.

Those methods are, unfortunately, not so straightforward to enumer-
ate. A casual list to pique the reader’s interest would include the following: 
conceptual and linguistic analysis, where the possible meanings of our most 
fundamental notions and ways of talking are unpacked as carefully as pos-
sible; logical analysis, where the structures of arguments are examined to 
see if our controversial views follow from the reasons we give in support 
of them; phenomenological analysis, where we take stock of the character 
of our conscious experiences, from which, if we are careful, we can draw 
certain conclusions about the nature of the objects of those experiences; and 
thought experiments, which are a great way to work out what is possible 
(“what-if ’s”) and what is necessary (“must-be’s”) and what follows from these, 
and are an obvious fit when analyzing movies. Philosophical investigations 
have a different character than descriptive and even interpretive investiga-
tions, because the subject matter of philosophy lies beyond the scope of 
description and interpretation. Philosophy is less concerned with the way 
things are than with the way things ought to be, or could be, or must be. 
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One of the dividends of a careful reading of the essays in this volume would 
be to get a sense of how descriptive-interpretive and properly philosophical 
analyses of a film differ.

PARENTAL OBLIGATIONS IN WAR OF THE WORLDS

As Professor Arms points out in the first section of this essay, the crucial 
“little film” aspect of War of the Worlds is the father’s moral journey. Ray 
passes from delinquent dad, who is neither prepared nor all that willing to 
take care of his children, to a person who is, as Arms puts it, “a useful part 
of this extended family,” “a true father” who has proved himself worthy. The 
film is crafted in such a way that the central “redemptive” transition of the 
film—what Arms rightly calls the film’s “emotional core”—is Ray’s recogni-
tion and acceptance of the deep and potentially very dangerous obligations 
he has as a father.

From the outset we should notice one relatively obvious thing: Ray’s 
transformation as a character does not come in his recognizing some kind of 
“universal and neutral” obligation or some larger brotherhood-of-man kind 
of obligation. On the contrary, we start to feel some sympathy for Ray—we 
begin to root for him and he really comes to life as a character—when he 
begins to recognize the “special” obligations he bears toward his children 
as their father.21 As the film progresses and the disaster approaches, and as 
Ray starts to abandon the selfish and immature person of the opening scenes 
of the movie, we the audience see some promise. He starts to place the in-
terests of his kids ahead of his own. Moreover, we want Ray to put his kids’ 
interests not just ahead of his own interests, but (especially as the situation 
deteriorates) over the interests of virtually everyone else they encounter. 
We will not be satisfied with Ray—he will not be redeemed for us—until he 
has expressed his willingness to do whatever it takes to honor those special 
obligations that he ignored so blatantly as the delinquent dad in the movie’s 
opening scenes. This transformation reaches a climax when Ray carries out 
the violent but calculated murder of Harlan Ogilvy in the cellar to prevent 
him from inadvertently disclosing their location. Paradoxically, Ray becomes 
“good” precisely in the horrific decision to take another person’s life with his 
bare hands for the sake of his special obligation to his daughter.22

OBLIGATIONS TO ALL CHILDREN IN A.I. AND EMPIRE OF THE SUN

Spielberg also seems to want us to believe that grown-ups have special obli-
gations to children even if those children are not our own. In A.I., Spielberg 
self-consciously ratchets up both the sympathy we feel for the robot-child 
David (Haley Joel Osment) and the sense of “innocence in great jeopardy” 


